
FRONT DESK 

2 Black people wearing Black with sunglasses on sit at a table by the door. They have an 

abacus, a calculator and stacks of colorful money. 

 

Person 1: When someone enters, ask for their name. Check them off on the appropriate time 

slot. 

Ask what name they prefer to be called and their pronouns. Write that on a label. Give them the 

label to use. 

 

Person 2: Ask, “What is Black art worth to you? Please provide a number.” Do fake calculations 

with abacus and give them some CREAM (fake) cash in the amount of $25-$75 

 

“Please wait here. There will be an announcement when its time for you to enter.” 

 

TOUR GUIDE SAYS: 

 

“Will everyone that is here for the (insert show time) performance of Buy My Soul And Call It 

Art please step forward.” 

 

Please silence your cellphones tonight's. (Wait a moment) 

Tonight’s experience is interactive and immersive 

Do not touch any of the performers. 

And spend your money wisely. 

Please follow me.  

 

WindFall 

 

The tour guide leads the group to the first piece. A Black man is dancing in a clear box with his 

back turned. After a few moments he turns to the audience and notices them. He continues 

dancing. The tour guide encourages the audience to pay the artist and puts some CREAM cash in 

one of the two slots on either side of the box. The artist thanks the audience but becomes 

frustrated that he doesn’t know where the money is going or how to get it. His frustration and 

declarations increase. 

 

The tour guide leads the group around the back of the structure. On the back side are two white 

people, dressed in all white. All of the money has been going to them. They are playing with the 

money, stuffing it in their shirts and counting it as they bemoan the lack of arts funding. 

 

Ear Hustle  

 

The tour guide leads the group to the next piece. A Black woman is laying on a couch scrolling 

her phone. She begins to read headlines out loud and share her thoughts on current events. 

After a few moments of her talking, someone in the audience group begins mmming and 



snapping in response to what she is saying. Two white people start moving toward the front of 

the group. They step into her light and start to right down her ideas on sticky notes. They start to 

pass out the sticky notes with her ideas to the audience saying things like “isn’t this a great 

idea?” and “hold on to this. It’s gonna be worth a lot of money” 

 

This continues for a bit and the tour guide leads the group away as the two are still giving out 

ideas. 

 

The Block Is Hot 

The audience is led to a Black woman in a Black leotard standing on a white cube with a photo in 

front of her face. A white man in a white suit comes over and starts a live auction for the piece of 

work she is holding. He encourages people to bid on the work as he talks about the artist, how he 

found her on the streets of Brooklyn and supported her career. 

 

The auction ends and the winner is announced. To receive the painting they must stamp their 

finger on her body in red ink. 

 

The auctioneer thanks the winner for supporting Black art. 

 

The Market 

 

The tour guide tells the group that they will take a 5 minute break. In this fake break, a white 

person in a suit comes over to people and asks if they have any ideas to sell, referring to the 

ideas that were given to them at “Ear Hustle”. The buyer tries to buy as many ideas as they can. 

 

Fubu Lounge  

The tour guide leads the group to a room and knocks. When the door opens the tour guide 

becomes warm for the first time as they are greeted by a Black woman. 

 

The tour guide says, “I've got some folks for you.”  

The Black woman goes one by one asking each person if they are Black or of the African 

diaspora. If they say yes they are invited into the room. The rest are told to wait there. 

 

Inside this room is music, some cards, maybe some dancing. It depends on the group.  

 

Those outside of the room are given no instructions.  

 

After a few minutes everyone leaves the FUBU lounge and the tour guide asks everyone to follow 

them. 

 

Nemo Cafe 

 



The tour guide leads the group to a “Please Wait To Be Seated” sign. A Black person playing a 

server greets them dryly with “Welcome to Nemo’s Cafe. Please follow me.” This continues until 

everyone is seated at a table. 

 

They go through the ritual as if they are at a restaurant but the menu has emotional labor for 

sale. (Please see menu attached) 

 

The audience orders and the waitstaff deliver whatever is ordered.  

 

What You Owe 

 

Once they have received their service and paid, the tour guide takes them to another space. One 

at a time, they are seated across from Monet at a long table. On the table in front of them are two 

signs; one with Monet’s Cashapp, Paypal and Venmo info and the other says “This is not a 

processing space.” 

 

Monet asks, very dryly, “how much will you pay me for my work?” It is here that people pay for 

the entire experience. Whatever amount they offer is what they pay. Monet does not suggest any 

amount. 

 

Note: 

 

Periodically (every hour or so) FUBU by Solange plays. All actors drop character. The Black 

performers dance to the song while the white performers hold space for the Black performers 

with their arms outstretched and loving attention. Once the song ends, they return to whatever 

they were doing. 


